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Credit to Doug Tinkler
Boreas Pond
Allen, Skylight, Marcy, and Haystack Mts in the
background.

Our annual open house held at the First Baptist Church was attended by nearly 30 community members, seven
of which joined our chapter. I wish to acknowledge the following individuals who sacrificed time and effort to
have presentations: Ed Kobos, Bill Luppino, Doug Tinkler, David Jones, Al Ashe, Norm Landis, Jeff
Whittemore, Dave and Carol White, Glenn Larish, and Sarah Spitzer, ADK representative from Lake George.
On behalf of the chapter, thank you all.
The spring adopt-a-highway (road cleanup) on route 12 was well attended and very successful. There were 17
participants who sacrificed time and effort for this community service. We celebrated this success with pizza
and subs at Charlie’s Pizza in North Utica following this nearly four hour work session. I give many thanks to
Doug Tinkler for organizing this chapter event and to the many folks who willingly walked the highway picking
up the trash. Check this issue of the Trailmarker for the individuals who participated. As a reminder, we will
not have a chapter meeting in June. In following tradition, we will have our annual summer picnic at the New
Hartford Town Park (Sherrillbrook) at Spruce Pavilion #3. Please refer to this issue of the newsletter for further
details.
With my snow shoes packed away, I am getting excited to hike in the woods without the snow and hopefully
you too will make the time to get out and enjoy nature's beauty. I hope to see you at the May meeting, the
picnic or perhaps National Trails Day in Cranberry Lake.
Paul Sirtoli
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Additional Notes from the President’s desk……..
I attended the ADK director meeting today and learned that the
bridge on the road for the garden parking lot will be dismantled and
rebuilt beginning sometime during mid spring to re-open in late
summer. No definitive dates were set.
Access to lot will be closed off to general public (no bikers, hikers,
walkers). Cars on the road will be ticketed /towed.
Keene Valley shuttle bus will run on Friday and Sat. 7 am to 7 pm.
Due to a driver shortage, no shuttle will run on Sundays as of this
writing.
A private landowner is allowing access over his PRIVATE bridge to
the lot to ADK employees only and the shuttle.
Those folks who have already booked JBL for the summer will be
contacted with Upcoming
details regarding
access.
Meetings
I think ADK will make arrangements for Sunday egress for JBL
booked customers. Otherwise, plan accordingly should you visit the
high peaks.
Paul

Tuesday, May 7, 2019

Chapter Meeting at 7:00 pm
First Baptist Church
7 Oxford Road
New Hartford, NY
This past summer Wells and his wife, Marsha, drove to Alaska and
back with their travel trailer. Wells presents Our Alaskan Journey,
a 25,000 mile photographic story of what it’s like to drive to
Alaska.
Wells Horton is a photographer. Having lived in various areas
within the US and Canada he has spent the past thirty plus years in
the Sherburne area. Mixing color, light, and weather, Wells
captures the landscapes that have a feel of watercolors. Life’s
bustle steals our time preventing us from seeing. The weather,
lighting and colors are never the same.
This promises to be a fantastic presentation!
Dave Jones

Tuesday, June 4, 2019
Chapter summer picnic
The Iroquois Chapter annual picnic will be at the Sherrillbrook
Park in the town of New Hartford, Spruce Pavilion #3. The
chapter will provide hamburgers, hotdogs, buns, condiments, and
drinks. Attendee's are encouraged to bring a dish or desert to pass,
as well as your own table service.

Spring has sprung!!…Get Outside….Have fun……
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Buffalo River Paddle

West Kill Mountain

Located in Arkansas, the Buffalo is America’s first Wild
and Scenic river! Our plan is to paddle the entire 150
miles from Ponca to the confluence of the White River
near Buffalo City. We will avoid all the developed
campsites and instead make our camps deep in the
backcountry. When we aren’t paddling we can take time
to explore caves, waterfalls, go swimming, or just chill
out in camp listening for elks and watching the river
flow by.
The rest of the week will find us paddling past places
like Skull Rock, Loafers Glory, the Nars, Skull Bluff,
and numerous old homesteads. On our last day, we will
make it to the confluence of the White River where our
outfitters will pick us up and return us to our original
campsite at Ponca. The next morning Sunday May 5th
everyone will be driven to the Little Rock Airport by
11am. Our first and last day will be the Steel Creek
Campground by the river near Ponca. The rest of the trip
we will be primitive camping on the banks of the river.
The cost will be $950 / person. All meals on the water
will be provided, prepared, and served to you by your
guides.

At an elevation of 3,891 feet, West Kill Mountain is
the sixth highest Catskill Peak. This will be a thru-hike
covering 8 miles and involving 1,800 feet of climbing.
We will start at the first parking lot on the Spruceton
Road and continue on to our spotted car further down
the road at the Hunter Mountain trailhead parking lot.
Leader & Reservations: David Pisaneschi,
459-5969 or dapadk@gmail.com

April 27th to May 5th, 2019

What's included: Airport pick up and drop off, guides,
permits, canoes, meals on the water, any needed
camping gear, and shuttles to and from the river.
Leader & Reservations: David Pisaneschi, 459-5969
dapadk@gmail.com

Schodack Island Paddle
May 18, 2019

Meet at the river side at Schodack Island State
Park. Plan to be in the water and ready to go by
9:30am. Low tide will be at 11:44a.m. and a high
tide at 4:55p.m. So we'll plenty of time to explore
the back sets on Schodack Creek in high water and
still ride the tide both ways. It is best for touring
kayaks, but strong canoers are welcome.
Leader & Reservations: David Pisaneschi,
(H) 518-459-5969 dapadk@gmail.com

May 20, 2019

Wild Center
June 8, 2019

It is bug season and I generally stay out of the woods,
so here is a good time to visit a premier museum in the
Adirondacks, located in Tupper Lake. Entry fees range
from $20 (seniors) to $22 (Adults).
We'll spend the day checking out the exhibits.
Bring your bagged lunch, comfortable walking shoes,
and rain gear (just in case).
Should we have time and the interest at the end of the
day, perhaps we can take a short hike or walk? There
are several trails of various lengths.
We will leave the Utica region at 7 AM.
Contact Paul Sirtoli at 315 737 8353 or
alexsirtoli@outlook.com

Bike Fest

June 15, 2019
Continuing my quest to check out Lake Ontario in
western NY (and to avoid Adirondack bugs), join me
as I explore via road bike both Pillar Point and Point
Peninsulas west of Watertown. This will be a leisurely
ride over relatively flat terrain as we scope out the
various bays that these peninsulas have to offer. Bring
plenty of water and a bagged lunch. This will be an all
day event. Mileage depends upon how much we
explore, but off hand maybe 30-40 miles (give or
take)? Rain date will be Sunday, June 16.
Contact Paul Sirtoli at alexsirtoli@outlook.com
or 315-737- 8353
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For additional trip offerings, last minute additions
and updates check out our Meet-up page at
https://www.meetup.com/Iroquois-Chapter-ofthe-Adirondack-Mountain-Club

Go to https://www.adk.org/explore-adk/programs/
For information on adventure travel, outings, skills
workshops, challenges, etc.

Siamese Ponds Trail work
June 29, 2019

Starting from the Route 8 trailhead, we’ll hike into the lean-to on the East Branch of the Sacandaga. The main
project will be relocating the privy at the lean-to, so I’m hoping for a good turnout. On the way out, we’ll brush out
the trail near Diamond Brook and clear out water bars. Nothing is going to be difficult or physically demanding,
but this is a work trip.
Leader & Reservations: David Pisaneschi, 315-459-5969 or dpisanes@nycap.rr.com

ADK VOLUNTEER TRAIL WORK WEEK
August 5-9, 2019

Help volunteers build a new foot trail in the Hoffman Notch Wilderness, south east side section of the 4600 mile
North Country National Scenic Trail.
ADK Procrew training on day one.
Volunteers provide own food and lodging.
Limited camping available: first come, first served.
Join like-minded trail folks and get in on the ground floor of this project.
For details and registration contact Mary Coffin
maryccoffin@gmail.com

Welcome to the following new Iroquois Chapter members:
John and Eileen Hamlin * Brian Molinaro * Constance Hasko * Douglas Hurd *
Robert & Donna Shoemaker * Thomas Trevvett * Lorraine & Sean Eady * Aaron Evans *
Matthew Babula *
Maxim Verenich * Carolyn Strobel

Welcome Back
Geraldine & Donald Wagner * Thomas Ballard

BACKTRACKS…LOOK AT WHAT MEMBERS HAVE BEEN DOING…….. Page 5

Suwannee River Trip

L to R Jim Hayes, Dave Pisaneschi, Dave
Jones, Ed Brown, Jim Leinweber, Jay Flavin,
Christiane Muhivlllie, Greg Plug ( Guide)

February 28th to March 7, 2019

My southern trip took me too many interesting
sites. I visited a South Carolina State Park on the
ocean, a Georgia State Park which contained a
confederate civil war fortress. I also visited the
Okefenokee Swamp, two southern plantations and
the Jacksonville zoo. All this was done before
meeting up with the group in Jacksonville for the
main event.
The center piece was a planned week long canoe /
camping trip on the Suwannee River. But the" best
laid plans of mice and men" often don't go as
planned. Our trip started at Stephen Foster SP and
went well through the Okefenokee, but the skies
opened up just before the river sill. Thunder,
lightening, and hail complicated it further.
Paddling down the Suwanee in sheets of rain, with
no visibility, our guide, Greg, found the slough to
Griffis Fish Camp. Even though I had been there
back in 1985 on an ADK Adventure travel trip, I
would have never found this on my own. Camping
under pavilions was a relief.
The weather didn't improve the following day and
the forecast was not encouraging, with tornado
warnings. Greg received a text message from the
outfitter who dropped us off at Stephen Foster,
warning us to get off the river. So we changed
plans, got the outfitter to pick us up and stayed at a
house for the remainder of the trip. We settled for
day trips out of our new base camp. No one
complained about the new digs. The weather was
stable enough to get out on some very nice day
trips. This included 2 sections on the Suwannee,
(a 20 mile and a 13 mile day) and a day each on
the Withlacoochee and Ichetucknee.
On our last day, we visited Big Shoals on
the Suwannee. This is Florida's only section of
Class III white water.
Respectfully submitted
David Pisaneschi

The 3 photos above: Alligators,
manatees and turtles in
Ichetucknee Springs State Park
in Florida.
Credit: David Pisaneschi
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Boreas Ponds
March 9, 2019

Carl Anderson, Doug Tinkler, and Paul Sirtoli
joined ADK Albany Chapter trip leaders Steve and
Leslie Siegard for a cross country ski excursion on
the Gulf Road to the Boreas Ponds. Snow
conditions were excellent in a region buried with 45 feet of snow. Our trek took 2.5 hours under a
crystal blue sky with plenty of sunshine. Following
lunch we skied across the well frozen pond,
mesmerized by the outstanding views of Allen Mt.,
Skylight Peak, Mt. Marcy, Cheney Cobble, North
Rist Mt., and sundry other peaks too numerous to
mention. Indeed, several groups of skiers were
exploring the nooks and crannies of the pond.
Returning to the Blue Ridge road parking area by 4
pm, the group skied 18 miles in 6.5 hours.
Submitted by Paul Sirtoli

Lost Pond

March 12, 2019
Nestled among low lying hills, Lost Pond is a short
bushwhack from the southwest corner of Otter
Lake. The shoreline is mostly open deciduous
forest, punctuated with conifers. It is drained by a
small creek that empties into a most picturesque
meadow. Round Pond is roughly a 45 minute bush
whack northwest from Lost Pond. It also boasts of
an open hardwood shoreline with a few conifers
mixed in. The massive beaver dam that gave
Round Pond its size is now breached, its drainage
is a vast snow tundra. A very tall, limbless tree
trunk with a large osprey nest dominating the top
of the dead tree is a lonely sentinel in an otherwise
bare, snowy meadow.

L to R: Carl Anderson, Paul Sirtoli,
Doug Tinkler
Unknown photo credit

Lost Pond (continued)

Taking advantage of one more day whose
temperature is below freezing, Dave Kuhn and this
writer commenced our exploration of these two
attractive ponds from the Brandy Lake trail head on
route 28, south of Otter Lake. Utilizing snow
mobile trails as well as bushwhacking with a
map/compass, our snow shoe excursion of five
miles took 4.5 hours. Round Pond is easily
accessible from the Moose River Road, and would
make for a very easy winter destination worth
visiting.
Submitted by Paul Sirtoli

Dave Kuhn
Lost Pond
Photo Credit, Paul Sirtoli
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Dial & Nippletop
March 19, 2019
Tuesday March 19, 2019, was the last day of
winter 2018-19, and I wanted to get in one more
winter climb. I left the Utica area at 5:30 AM
with the temp 25F and arrived at the AMR Trail
Head parking area at 8:37 where it was 14F.
During the ride up RTs 8 and 87 the temp hit a
low of 7F. It only took a few minutes to get
ready and I signed in at the trail register at 9:20.
I took the Leach trail toward Bear Den Mt. The
trail was hard packed snow and ice, so I wore
my mini crampons, but carried my MSR Snow
Shoes, just in case. I immediately started
climbing and after cresting the first hill, the trail
descends around and down over bare rock,
where I had to remove my crampons. After
about 50 feet, the rock turned back to snow as
the trail entered the trees. The trail slowly
descended then began to steadily climb all the
way to the summit of Bear Den. There was a
short shallow decline of about 150’ then another
climb of about 775’ to the summit of Dial. I felt
like the temp climbed well above freezing, but
when I stepped on the big summit rock the wind
nearly blew me off. I jumped down, dug into
my pack, for my wind breaker. It was a good
time for lunch, so I enjoyed the turkey sandwich
(my wife made me the night before) and
YooHoo. When I finished, I was back on the
trail, again. The snow was very deep because I
kept passing trail markers at my feet, not the
normal 7’. I did pass one very deep spruce trap,
where it looked like someone went off the trail
and sunk about 6 feet deep. I’m glad it wasn’t
me. The trail meandered left and right as I
climbed the remaining 2 miles (with about 600’
vertical climb) toward Nippletop. When I hit the
intersection leading down to Elk Pass, it looked
pretty inviting and at that point I decided that I
would take it back to the trail head vs.
backtracking over Dial.
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Dial & Nippletop (continued)
At this point I had traveled 7 miles in 7 hours. Ahead
was another 100’ of climb, over the next .3 miles. It
was a straight shot to the summit. I arrived there at
4:32 and so did the clouds. As you know I love to
take pictures. I took over 150 this day and most of
them were real good. I think the best is the one of Dix
Mountain with a great view of the Beckhorn. In my
previous visit to Nippletop, the trees were too tall to
see anything in that direction. As I took off my pack
to grab some additional nourishment, I noticed that
my GPS was missing. I wear it in an arm band and it
must have fallen off as I walked among the tree tops.
I remember moving it to my windbreaker when I was
on Dial. After eating some beef jerkey and downing a
bottle of energy drink, I back-tracked to just past the
intersection, looking for my GPS. It was now 5:00
PM and with sunset around 7PM, I didn’t want to
descend to Elk Pass, in the dark. I gave up on my
GPS and headed down. The trail was steep in many
parts and I now wished that I brought my mini sled. I
did however have a piece of a woven plastic pad that I
kept in my pack to keep me dry when sitting on the
snow. I used it about 10 times, sliding down the trail,
for what I would guess to be over 750’. I am not sure
how much time I saved, but it felt good not to have to
side step down the mountain. I hit the beaver ponds,
at the bottom of the trail, in less than an hour and then
I was at the intersection to Mt. Colvin 20 minutes
later. From there I used my pseudo sled another 5-6
times. I passed all the trail land marks and finally hit
the Lake Rd. while it was still light. The almost full
moon was out and I didn’t have to use my head lamp
until the moon went behind the dense trees, about
8:30. I signed out at the register, exactly 11 hours
after I signed in. This was a super trip of over 14
miles and I didn’t feel tired, until I got home.
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Dial & Nippletop (continued)
Epilog: I got home after midnight. The next day was a
full day of work. I went to sleep early and when I wokeup Thursday morning, there was a text message from a
fellow climber from Clifton Park. He said that while
climbing Nippletop, on Wednesday, he found my GPS.
Luckily, I had programmed my name and phone number
into it. I received it in the mail, Saturday. Thanks Mr.
Whaley.
Submitted by: Ed Kobos

Above: Whiteface Mt. from Bear
Den Mt.
Below: How deep the snow?
Photo by Ed Kobos

Mitchell Ponds
March 19, 2019

A frigid winter presents an excellent opportunity to
explore frozen ponds and meadows without the added
insult of nagging pests, mud, and leg eating blow
down. Kathy Miles and this writer took advantage of a
gorgeous blue sky with resplendent sunshine to visit the
Mitchell Pond triad in the Blue Ridge Wilderness south
east from Blue Mt. Lake. The remote ponds can be
accessed from several directions via trail and
bushwhack. Kathy and I chose to explore via the
Wilson Pond trail and its Cascade Pond crossover trail.
The marked crossover trail eventually intersects the
diminutive stream draining wetlands and the three
ponds. Despite the woods buried beneath three (+) feet
of snow, the consolidated snow pack allowed us to
snow shoe easily on the compacted surface.
Essentially we followed the stream to the ponds
through several, frozen marsh meadows in a mix of
open conifer and hard wood forest. Midway between
the second and third ponds we lost the stream, now
buried beneath the frozen tundra as it threaded through
a wooded wetland. We resorted to map and compass to
locate the third pond. Unique in shape, character, and
size the ponds shared the common feature of having
their shorelines rimmed with tall, dead standing trees.
Retracing our tracks to the crossover trail, we chose to
follow the creek through a vast meadow, where
eventually it tumbled over a steep escarpment. To our
delight, we discovered several waterfalls as the now
larger creek cascaded into the narrow valley below.

Mitchell Ponds (continued)
Rather than climb the hill, we bushwhacked
along the valley wetland to the Wilson Pond
trail, thus completing a loop. Our leisurely
Adirondack adventure of 7.5 miles took six
wonderful hours of hiking.
Submitted by Paul Sirtoli

Below: Kathy Miles,
Paul Sirtoli
Mitchell Pond, #3
Photo Credit, Kathy Miles
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North Pond

March 26, 2019
Each remote Adirondack pond that I visit during
the winter always appears to be the "most scenic"
until I explore a subsequent pond. North Pond in
the Siamese Pond Wilderness would rank as one
of the most stunning. Hemmed in on three sides
by open wooded hills, with its drainage an
elongated marsh meadow, North Pond is a
bushwhackers "Shangri-La."
The Iroquois Chapter sponsored excursion was
postponed from a snowy Saturday to a cold
Tuesday immersed in a deep blue sky and
dazzling sunshine. Accompanied by Jim
Lomanaco, we snow shoe hiked the Kings Flow
trail to its terminus in the middle of no-where,
east of Humphrey Mt. This leg of the journey
took us two hours, at which point we commenced
bushwhacking toward the pond through an open
mix of hardwoods and conifers. Suffice it to say
that we deviated from our direct route to
accommodate climbing and descending steep
hills, essentially working the topographical
gradient.
In my zeal to visit the pond, I inadvertently
followed the wrong drainage system to within 1/2
mile of the Siamese Ponds. I adjusted my
heading for the correct North Pond drainage. We
lost an hour of time due to my error-stowing the
map and compass too soon.
The accompanying photographs are an injustice
to the exquisite beauty of this remote body of
water and its surroundings. For a most wonderful
day, Jim and I hiked 13+ miles in 8 hours. Can I
interest anyone to visit South Pond next year?
Submitted by Paul Sirtoli

From left side of table to right- Brian,
Darlene, Jim, Paul, Doug, Wendy, Brian,
Dawn, Dave, Dave, John, Tom, Glenn.
Photo credit: Ed Kobos

Above: North Pond
Below: North Pond, with Paul
Photo Credit, Jim Lomonaco

Chapter Road Clean Up (route 12)
April 16, 2019

Seventeen chapter members and guests joined together
to complete our Spring roadside cleanup April 16th. If
you see them, thank them for their hard work and
fantastic job. Thanks to David Kuhn, Paul Sirtoli, Jim
Lomanico, David Jones, John Martin, Wendy Sanders,
Thomas Smith, Dawn Lazovik, Darlene Whitaker, Ed
Kobos, John Kopec, Roger Pierce, Glenn Larish, Brian
Roemer, Melanie Haber, Brian Sanders and Pam
Carrier.
Submitted by Doug Tinkler
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cccccc OUTINGS
CHAPTER
Ratin Effort Level
g

Elevation
gain

Miles
(round trip)

Time in
Hours

A+

Very Strenuous

4000 ft +

10 +

10 +

A

Strenuous

3000 ft +

5 - 10

8 - 10

B+

Mod. Strenuous

2000 ft +

5 - 10

6-8

B

Moderate

1000 ft +

8 - 10

5-7

C+

Fairly Easy

1000 ft +

5-8

4-6

C

Easy

under 1000 ft

under 5

under 5

Requesting suggestions for new outings that you would
like to see added to the calendar. Let me know your ideas
and we will put them in future Trailmarker newsletters
and on the Meet-up site.
When submitting trips please use the following format:
*Trip length (miles)
*Trip duration (hours)
*Elevation to be climbed (feet)
*Mention of any special equipment or other factors
*Brief description of the level of difficulty to be
expected during average conditions.
*Brief description of the trip plan, including parking and
possible hiking options.
* Provide Trip Leader contact information.
You can reply by email or if you have any questions call
or text me at 315-360-0359.
Bill

Trailmarker Market Place
Do you have items you don’t need, can’t use, or you just
want to get rid of?
Are you new to the outdoors and in need of some items?
Then this corner is just for you!
Did you know that our chapter has a bear canister for rent to current
members?
Contact Ed Kobos at kk2b@aol.com to arrange pickup and return.
Overall cost is FREE with a $20 Deposit.

LOOKING AHEAD…………………

Host Chapters: Mid-Hudson, Mohican, North Jersey-Ramapo, New York, and Long Island
ADK Fall Outing 2019
Friday, September 6 – Sunday, September 8, 2019
Harriman State Park
The Harriman Outdoor Center on Breakneck Pond in the heart of Harriman State Park will be the base for daily
hikes, paddles, and other excursions as ADKers from all over convene for the movable feast that is the club’s
annual Fall Outing.
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ADK Long Island
Online registration is underway
Sign up for this popular weekend outing before it fills up! Reservations are filling up quickly, so don’t delay!
New for 2019, registration for our annual Columbus Day Weekend in the Adirondacks is online. There is no
need to fill in a paper form and mail a check this year. The registration page is located
here: https://www.adkli.org/cd2019
Join us for a weekend of hiking, biking, leaf peaking, museums, friends and fun.
For information, see the registration page, the article in the mountaineer https://www.adkli.org/wpcontent/uploads/2019/03/2019-02-revised.pdf, or email Lorraine at columbusday@adkli.org.

You are invited! Come join the fun at ididaride! Saturday, July 27, 2019, at the Ski Bowl Pavilion in North
Creek, NY. All chapters and ADK members and their families are invited to participate, volunteer, and cheer on
riders, as well as purchase a mile marker sign on behalf of your business, yourself, or your chapter. The
14th annual event has grown to become ADK’s largest fundraiser and provides needed funds to sustain the
programs you enjoy and protect the lands you love. Please plan to join us!
Details at adk.org/ididaride and /or attached flyer!
Contact Sunday Conine at ADK’s Lake George office with any questions at 518-668-4447 or Sunday@adk.org.

